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Imitation Night By Editor
On Wednesday night, the campers participated in a CM skit favorite – Imitation
Night. First up were the Junior’s and Cabin 3 began with JJ BARBER and ZACH
FORMAN imitating a wedding between counselors MARC GOODMAN and
ETHAN WEISS. The remaining campers pretended to be guests of the wedding
and imitated their actions. Shout out to MASON AUSLANDER for perfectly
imitating counselor NIALL INGRAM and his love for Leicester City football club.
Cabin 4 were up next and began imitating the counselors in different scenarios.
COOPER BORSTEIN imitated JACKSON WUSTNER when he is on the mic in the
Mess Hall and BENNY GOLDBERG imitated SHANE O’RIORDAN and his amazing Junior Winners: Cabin 5
singing voice. Cabin 5 imitated their counselors as they took a tour around Camp
Menominee. JORDAN TOMLIN, imitating JOSH BROOKSBY, and DRAKE ELMAN, imitating MARC GOODMAN recreated
their most recent showdown in Creatively Acquire, while ROBERT LOQUERCIO imitated counselor CJ ASHLEY and his
love for most sports. Last in the Junior division were Cabin 6 who imitated the admin’ staff and their daily
announcements over the P.A. The stand out imitation was EASTON NEWMAN who perfectly imitated JOSH INGRAM
and his daily announcement for General. When results were announced, the winners in the Junior division was Cabin
5. Congratulations to Cabin 5: DRAKE ELMAN, CHARLIE SANFORD, HARRISON
KESTENBAUM, JORDAN TOMLIN, ROBERT LOQUERCIO and BRANDON
JOHNSON. First up in the Intermediate age division was Cabin 7 who produced
a Q&A session with the campers, imitating counselors. SAM ROSEN imitated JOE
VICKERS and his boat driving skills while MATTHEW HARFIELD imitated EVAN
KOTTER and his daily routines. Following Cabin 7 were Cabin 8 who recreated
some of the counselor moments throughout the summer so far. CHARLIE
EISENBERG imitated COLTAN GAGE’s love for Texas while JASON ANDERSON
imitated CHRIS KOPKE and his scout master games. Cabin 11 took to the stage
next and created a meeting with the Weiss family. DRAEDYN SANFORD imitated
Intermediate Winners: Cabin 7
ISAAC WEISS and how he likes to look up to ETHAN WEISS while LUKE
LARAMORE imitated MARC GOODMAN and how he wants to be a Weiss family member. Cabin 12 followed next with
RYAN MARTIN imitating GERARD WHELTON by producing some Irish dancing, while HENRY MILLER imitated EVAN
KOTTER by enforcing the rules at Camp. Cabin 19 followed with BEN LAZARUS perfectly imitating CJ ASHLEY’s loud
announcements in the Mess Hall and IAN POGANY imitating DAN WAITE and the jokes he plays with the campers
during Canteen. Last up in the Intermediate division were Cabin 13 who imitated their very own nightly podcast held
by JASON. ZACH BEN-ISVY imitated JAKE GOODMAN during the podcast by
pretending to be him in the cabin. Congratulations to Cabin 7 for winning in a
tough age division: MATTHEW HARFIELD, SAM ROSEN, JOSH PETERMAN, REED
METZLER, EMMETT KREZ, LANDON DRAPATSKY and IAN GAU. Finally, first up
for the Senior division were Cabin 14. Shout to to SHANE KOEHLER-DAVIS for
the most impressive imitation of the night, pretending to be WOODY. Cabin 15
followed and produced a night in the Mess Hall with JAKE TOPEL imitating SAM
MAETZOLD and giving the campers the hand sanitizer. Cabin 16 recreated a Q&A
TV show, hosted by ETHAN WEISS where they tried to detemine if VICTOR RUDO
Senior Winners: Cabin 16
stole super powers. Both RYDER SPECTOR and ANDREW DENNAN put on oscarworthy immitations of the counselors. Cabin 9 were next to the stage with MAX BEERMANN reading out a roll call of
counselors with SETH SCHOR immitated JOSH GOODMAN and his desire to play counselor sports. Lucky Canteen 78.
The penultimate act of the night was Cabin 10, with QUINN KLENOW immitating JONAH BROWN and showing his love
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for basketball and LEO NECHELES imitating ADAM BALTZ, showing how ‘perfect’ he is. The final act was Senior Cabin
who imitated a staff meeting the Administration, which counselors tried to interupt. GEORGE NASSAR imitated CHRIS
KOPKE and tried to interupt by playing scout master while DANIEL MALIS tried to interupt the meeting by imitating
BRETT WEISS. Congratulations to the Senior winners, Cabin 16: RYDER SPECTOR, JOSH BARSKY, GAVIN PICKLIN,
NATHAN DUBINSKY, ANDREW DRENNAN, CHARLIE DUMO, MAX KIRSCH, ZACH MEYERS and JEREMY ZELKEN.

Tug of War By Editor
The teams descended on Woody’s pitch for another Green and White event – a best of three Tug of War. First up were
the Juniors and both teams matched each other’s strategy of lining up on opposite sides of the rope to the man in
front. For the White team, ROBERT LOQUERCIO stood in the anchor position, while TYLER FIELD and CHARLIE
SANFORD stood at the front of the rope looking to dig their cleats in and help their team get off to a good start. On
the Green team, BRANDON JOHNSON took to the anchor position and younger campers ZACH FIELD and JJ BARBER
stood at the front of the rope. Having older campers at the front of the rope was a brilliant strategy for the White team
as they took the first game with ease. The Green team mixed things up in the second game but this was to avail as
once again the White team dug their feet in and pulled towards a 2-0 victory. In the Intermediate division, the White
team’s DRAEDYN SANFORD took to the anchor position, looking to outpull the Green team’s anchor, DREW
HERZBERG. The White team placed both SPENCER AUSLANDER and MATTHEW HARFIELD at the front of the rope,
while the Green team placed JACOB SCHNEIDER and JOEY HOFFMAN at the front. Thanks to the leadership of CHARLIE
EISENBERG, the Green team pulled to a convincing first round win. In the second round, BRADY WEISS took control
for the White team and led his team in a hard-fought game. However, despite BRADY’s leadership, JACOB SCHNEIDER
put everything he had into pulling and helped his team to another victory and take the tie 2-0. Last up were the Seniors
in a winner takes all scenario. The Green team placed GAVIN BRAMWIT in to the anchor position, while the White
team used JACK BEHAR. Leading the pull from the front was EMILIO QUINTANAL and JEREMY ZELKEN for the Green
team and ISAAC MILLER and LEO NECHELES for the White team. In the first round, the White team began their charge
and easily pulled the Green team over the line. The Green team needed to change their tactic and did just this by
moving SHANE KOEHLER-DAVIS to the front of the rope. This move seemed to work well as the Green team took the
second game and tie the contest 1-1. As we headed into a winner takes all game, both teams stuck to their strategies
and began pulling. In a very close game, neither team seemed to be making much progress, until JACK BEHAR dug his
cleats into the ground and began pulling the White team forward. The White team were only two feet away from
winning but the Green team were not to be beaten. They managed to gain some footing and began their charge,
pulling the White team over the line, to much celebration. Congratulations to the Green team for taking the overall
Tug of War victory and to all Seniors taking part in the amazing back-and-forth third game.

Circle Dodgeball By CJ Ashley
What was supposed to be a night Twi-Light League, turned into a surprise Green and White event known as Circle
Dodgeball, presented by WOODY and JEREMY. Circle Dodgeball is a twist on regular dodgeball where one team starts
in the middle of a large circle and are surrounded by the opposing team instead of facing off on opposite sides of a
court. The game is a lot tougher than traditional dodgeball because you do not know where the ball could be coming
from. The action began with the counselors taking part in a demonstration game and was won by Cabin 4 counselor
JACKSON WUSTNER, who stayed in the circle for an impressive 2minutes and 7seconds. During the first round,
Intermediates CHARLIE EISENBERG and HARRISON HOFFMAN showed excellent skills to dodge the onslaught from
the opposing White team and ultimately lead the Green team to victory. In the Senior division, we saw another
competitive game as their experience proved to be vital. SETH SCHOR proved to be the ultimate dodger and was able
to dodge ball after ball throw his way. After a whopping 3minutes and 15seconds, SETH was finally hit and eliminated
but had shown his fight and determination and led the White team to victory. The Juniors were also able to get in on
the action and in both of their games, the White team proved to be too strong, thanks to the leadership of captain
THEO GALPER. The White team won the first game by over 1minute and 30seconds and won the second by 50seconds.
Congratulations to all for taking party and playing with true determination, and to the Green team for taking the win.

Riddle of the Day: I sit in a corner while traveling around the world. What am I?
(Submit your correct answer to the Megaphone Office for a free canteen)
Thursday’s Riddle: I can point in every direction but cannot reach the destination by myself. What am I?
Answer: A Finger
Winners: AARON PELTS and ANDREW MORRIS
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